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When this victim of yours has said or done enough
to stir up within yon a sufficient dose of that
feeling, take your specimen of pain off to your private
laboratory for analysis while It is quite	There is
nothing like a good dose of freshly inflicted pain if the
best results from an analysis are desired.
Now go to work and bring your attention-power to
bear on that pain. Put little rings of attention-interest
over it, and go over each such little area carefully,
looking at all particulars of the sensation which you
have undergone in that connect ion.
Something that your pain dispenser said or did pro-
duced some form of reaction In you which was not
pleasant. In itself this Is not altogether unusual; for
that matter, we see and hear very many things every-
day that are not enjoyable, yet we have not to
pieces over them; i.e., have not become convulsed in
an emotional storm.
It may be that you are candid enough to acknow-
ledge that the fault for this experience is your own.
In fact, you may even be generous enough to admit
that you have given the other chap as big a dose of pain
as he handed out to you.
Still, that is not going far enough. What we want to
find out is why an emotional storm became generated in
your unconscious over this experience. To say that the
blame is our own will not help matters; we are out on
a technical exploration and not on aey philosophic
jaunt.
In the experience In question, three features are
Involved. First there is the something or other that has
been said or done, or left unsaid or left undone, by the
trouble dispenser; then there is the effect of that some-
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